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Dear XYZ

Please find our analysis for your Complete Life Prediction.
We thank you for giving us this opportunity to analyse your birth chart. The accuracy of the
predictions depends on the accuracy of the time of birth given to us by you. Kindly note that as per
Vedic Astrology the stars will control only 75% of your life and the critical 25% will be your own
efforts. We wish you luck and pray to God that you overcome all obstacles in your life.

With Warm Regards
Dr J N Pandey
Chief Astrologer
Team Cyber Astro
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Your Personal Birth Details
Name

XYZ

Date Of Birth

MM/DD/YYYY

Time Of Birth

HH:MM:SS

Place of Birth

City, Country
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Explanation of your Horoscope Chart
 Your Birth Chart

 The Vedic Map of Heaven During Your Birth
Your Ascendant (Janma Lagna)

Taurus

Your Vedic Sun Sign

Aries

Your Moon Sign (Janma Rashi)

Capricorn

Your Birth Star (Janma Nakshatra)

Shravana, 3rd Phase

Retrograde Planet/s

Saturn

Combust Planet/s

None

Exalted Planet/s

Sun, Venus

Debilitated Planet/s

None
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 Natal Status Of Planets In Your Birth Chart
We have listed above the natal promise of all the 9 Vedic planets in the chart based on their status
in the chart. There are likely to be lot of contradictions about their significance in different aspects
of life. The same planet may be beneficial for a particular aspect in one’s life by it’s house location
but it can be inauspicious for the same aspects in life because of the lordship of houses in the chart.
One planet can be beneficial for a particular aspect in life and can promise great success and at the
same time another planet can be most inauspicious and promise complete failure for the same
aspects in life.
Usually different astrological effects do not cancel or neutralize each other. Both the positive as
well as the negative effects can affect a person’s life.
How much positive and how much negative will depend on the planet’s strength, it’s functionality
whether auspicious or inauspicious, and it’s dignity in the chart, and also it’s strength in the chart.
These calculations are complex and is not only made for the natal chart but is also made on the
different divisional charts which are derived from the natal chart. An astrologer has to examine all
these quantitative and qualitative aspects of each planet in the chart, before he can make a final
judgment about each planet on how much positive and how much negative effects the planet will
be responsible for different aspects of life in a person. His experience will also play a key role to
arrive at a final judgment.
We give below in a table the strength of each planet in the chart and what will be the overall role of
the planet in a person’s life as per the astrologer’s judgment.

Planet Natal Strengths

Planet
Sun
Moon

Dignity
(Based on
Sign
location)
Neutral
Enemy

Mars
Mercury
Jupiter
Venus

Grt. Friend
Grt. Enemy
Debilitated
Grt. Enemy

Saturn
Rahu
Ketu

Grt. Friend
Neutral
Neutral

Lordship
II
I
V&X
III & XII
VI & IX
IV & XI
VII &
VIII
-

Functional
Status
Auspicious /
Inauspicious
Neutral
Auspicious
Most
Auspicious
Inauspicious
Auspicious
Inauspicious
Most
Inauspicious
Auspicious
Inauspicious

House
Location Sadbal
I
1.25
VIII
0.96

Vimsopakabal
11
10

Ashtakavarga
Natal
Strength
3
4

Final
Judgement
by
Astrologer
Good
Mixed

IX
I
VII
I

1.5
1.2
0.89
1.22

17
7
8
7

2
5
4
2

Good
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate

XII
VI
XII

0.78
-

14
11
13

3
-

Mixed
Mixed
Mixed
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 Significance and status of each house in your birth chart
In the explanation of your horoscope chart, we have indicated the different houses in your chart. It
is the houses which relate to different aspects in a person’s life. A house is most influenced by the
planets located in a particular house. Next the house is influenced by lord or the ruling planet of a
particular house. A house is also influenced by the planets which aspect the house in the natal
chart. There are 2 different methods to measure the strength of each house in the chart
quantitatively. Given below are two tables. Table 1 indicates which aspects of life are signified by
a specific house and also the natural planet(s) signifier (Karaka) of each house.
Table 2 gives each house and it’s strength as well as the planets which influence each house in
your chart either by location, lordship or by aspects in your chart. It also gives the final judgment
of the astrologer and it’s overall status in your life for each house in your natal chart.
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House Table 1
House
Number

Sign
No

Sign Name

Natural
Signifier

1

4

Cancer

Sun

II

5

Leo

Jup

III

6

Virgo

Mar

IV

7

Libra

Mon

V

8

Scorpio

Jup

VI

9

Sagittarius

Sat, Mar

VII

10

Capricorn

Jup

VIII

11

Aquarius

Sat

IX

12

Pisces

Jup, Sun

X

1

Aries

Mer, Jup

XI

2

Taurus

Sun

XII

3

Gemini

Jup, Sat

Attributes of each of the 12 house
Physical Self, appearance, basic disposition, behavior,
general well being.
Finances, liquid assets, accumulation of wealth, general
family happiness, food & drink, speech, spiritual status of
knowledge, precious metals/gems, concentration,
truthfulness etc.
Determination, courage, physical strength, siblings,
friends, neighbors, art, dance, drama, music, voice, singing,
memory, communications, writing etc.
Feelings, mother, the home, emotions, and happiness in
general, academic education, knowledge, fixed assets,
hobbies, leisure time, comforts, houses, boats, vehicles.
Intelligence, progeny, pregnancy, inclination towards
education/spiritual authorship.
Services & defense, health or short term diseases,
competition, rivals, opposition, litigation, enemies,
intimidation, calamities from the opposite sex etc.
Marriage, love affairs including extramarital, cohabitation,
marriage like relationships, length of mate’s life, business
Unknown & the chronic, longevity, hidden things,
scandalous behavior, embarrassment, shyness, accusations,
desire for knowledge of the unknown or mystical matters,
extravagance, unearned wealth such as lotteries, wills,
legacies, money from insurances claims etc.
Luck & knowledge, god, guru, philosophy, religion, father,
relationship with father, bosses, ethics, law, dharma (right
action), long distance travel, good fortune, spiritual
knowledge & practices.
Career, life purpose, profession, fame, father’s reputation
or position in the world, father’s health and longevity,
righteous action, compassions etc.
Opportunities, cash flow, profits, fulfillment of dreams and
desires, hopes, friends, wishes elder sibling, influential
friends etc.
Liberation, enlightenment, sexual pleasures, detention,
confinement (hospitals, prisons, long term mediation etc.)
pilgrimages or journeys to foreign land and expenditure:
house of decrease.
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House Table 2

Lordship

Planets
Aspecting

House
Strength
(AB) X

House
Strength
(BB) Y

Astrologer
Remarks

As, Su,
Me, Ve

Mo

Ju

24

6.31

Mixed

II

-----

Su

Mo, Sa

23

8.93

Good

III

-----

Me

Ma, Ju

28

8.9

Good

IV

-----

Ve

Ma

27

6.74

Mixed

V

-----

Ma

----

31

8.06

Good

VI

Ra

Ju

Sa, Ke

38

5.01

Good

VII

Ju

Sa

Su, Me, Ve

22

4.49

Mixed

VIII

Mo

Sa

----

22

3.71

Mixed

IX

Ma

Ju

Sa

26

5.07

Mixed

X

-----

Ma

----

37

9.22

Good

XI

----

Ve

Ju

36

7.16

Good

XII

Sa, Ke

Me

Ma, Ra

23

9.58

Good

House
Number

Planets
Located

I

Remarks:
If the A. B. score is 28 or more, that house and the aspects of life, the house signifies flourish well.
Greater the score, better the results. If the A. B. score is less then 28, the individual faces
difficulties and suffers in life in those aspects, which the house signifies. The lower the score
greater will be the difficulties and obstacles in life
House strength by method B (Bhava Bal) signifies if the score strength of a house is more than 7.5,
the aspects signified by that house flourishes more in our life.
Greater the score, better the results. The lower score greater will be the difficulties and obstacles in
life. Final remark is the considered judgment about each houses made by our astrologer, who has
analysed your chart.
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The natal promise of different planets in your birth chart
 Sun:
Lord of the 2nd house positioned in the ascendant Cancer. Dignity Neutral.
In this position it acts as a double edged sword. It gives good leadership qualities but also
gives a strong ego which one should guard against. It could cause quarrels in marital life due
to ego clashes. The Sun, being cruel and malefic, in the 1st house gives a hot constitution,
meaning an irritable or somewhat angry temperament. The person may be impatient or
unkind. The heat of the Sun will burn or harm the confidence and self-esteem. This will not
be obvious to everyone, since the Sun in the ascendant also gives pride, courage, power, and
a good deal of assertiveness. There is no shyness to this placement, and there will be a strong
ego. The person will be ambitious and desirous of a position of authority. The relationship
with the father will be close and rather significant. There may be an attraction to government
jobs. It gives good health and a strong constitution. This is generally a good position for
success and respect from others, as the person presents oneself quite well.
 Moon:
Lord of ascendant positioned in the 8th house Aquarius. Dignity Enemy.
The ascendant is like a pillar of a horoscope and when the ascendant lord is ill positioned it
could cause a sense of negativity in all spheres of life. The Moon, being the most important
and personal planetary influence in Hindu astrology, is poorly placed in the 8th house. This
may give a tendency to brood more than necessary over events thus leading to sudden moods
of depression. One's fortune and general well-being are greatly harmed. There will be many
health problems, and if the Moon is afflicted there is a strong chance they will be chronic or
long-term. Peace of mind is greatly disturbed, and the person may have a weak or wavering
mind. Intelligence, however, is not harmed, and due to the Moon's favourable aspect on the
2nd house, the person will be both knowledgeable and wealthy. She will do well in any
research field. There may be an oversensitivity and lack of confidence, as well as other
psychological complexes, which do not improve in time. Eyesight may be poor, as the Moon
rules vision. The person is very sexually attractive and may have a powerful reproductive
system. She is very intuitive or psychic, and there will be a strong interest in occult or
metaphysical subjects.
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 Mars:
Lord of 5th and 10th houses positioned in the 9th house Pisces. Dignity Great Friend.
This ensures good professional success. The person may be somewhat famous or an
authority figure, because the significations of Mars will so greatly benefit from the positive
energy of the 9th house. Therefore, the person has great drive, ambition, and forcefulness,
and she will be successful. She may especially be a pioneer or proponent of a religion or
philosophy. Mars in the 9th often indicates a person who is dogmatic or close-minded. She
may be unwilling to confront or grasp abstract thoughts and will view all issues from an
"either/or" perspective. Since Mars benefits by its association with the 9th house, the person
may own property. She will also have strong blood, a powerful muscular system, and great
courage. Although Mars rules brothers and sisters, they may not so greatly benefit, since
Mars from the 9th will throw its malefic aspect onto the 3rd house. This position does not
favour the performance of good deeds. There is generally a good deal of long-distance
travel.
 Mercury:
Lord of 3rd and 12th houses positioned in the ascendant Cancer. Dignity Great Enemy.
Mercury gets dik bala, or directional strength, in the 1st house. Therefore this is its best
position. With Mercury in the 1st the person is youthful in appearance. She will be
intelligent, learned, and knowledgeable. She may be a writer or take up any career relating to
communications. She will be witty and ingenious. She is an excellent speaker and will be
very talkative. There will be talent or interest in math, poetry or fine arts. The person is
handsome, respected, healthy, and long-lived. The person could be nervous and excitable.
She may be lacking in real confidence though it could give a tendency to brag or boast.
 Jupiter:
Lord of the 6th and 9th houses positioned in the 7th house Capricorn. Dignity Debilitated.
The 7th house is a powerful kendra for the great benefic-Jupiter. Nearly all Hindu scriptures
assert that an evolutionary leap is made in that the person will be far superior to his father.
The person will be popular, honoured and highly respected. He will attain a high position at
a young age-in his teens or even during early childhood. The person is happy, healthy and
extremely good-looking. He will be compassionate, diplomatic, and very aware of other
people's feelings. If Jupiter is in the 7th house the person will get a beautiful and wealthy
spouse. Ancient Hindu scriptures declare that a man with this placement gets a chaste wife.
The spouse may also be religious, philosophical, and highly spiritual. Business partnerships
will be successful and prosperous. The person himself leads a fortunate and charmed life.
The benefic effects could be curtailed to some extent since Jupiter is debilitated and rendered
weak.
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 Venus:
Lord of 4th and 11th houses positioned in the 1st house Cancer. Dignity Great Enemy.
If Venus is in the 1st house, the person will be happy, healthy and long-lived. She will be
lucky, wealthy, and respected. The person will also be beautiful, charming, and extremely
attractive to the opposite sex. She will be romantic and highly passionate. She is fond of all
kinds of sensual pleasures. The person is blessed with luxuries and comforts. She will own
many ornaments (jewellery). She will appreciate or make a career in music, dance, drama, or
another art form. The person is virtuous and performs good deeds. She will be of a sensitive
and artistic nature. Venus in any Kendra gives a kind and forgiving nature.
 Saturn:
Lord of 7th and 8th houses positioned in the 12th house Gemini. Dignity Great Friend.
This could cause marital disharmony and fluctuation in business. This position in not
favourable for worldly affairs but is good for religious life. It indicates secret enemies who
may try to harm you. It could give a liking for secluded life. It could cause a weak
constitution. It could curtail ambition but also gives a sense of contentment. It may make a
person complacent and so miss out on some good deals. These persons may be good at quiet
and laborious jobs and can face adversities with a quiet countenance.
 Rahu:
Positioned in the 6th house Sagittarius. Dignity Neutral.
Rahu in the 6th house gives the person great vitality and health. The person could also be
long-lived. There could be a few enemies in life and career but she may be able to defeat her
enemies and effortlessly rise above her competitors. She will excel in detail work and may
be involved in any service job.
 Ketu:
Positioned in the 12th house Gemini. Dignity Neutral.
Ketu in the 12th house is for spiritual progress, as there will be good discriminative ability
and an interest in spiritual pursuits. However it could cause some fluctuation in finance and
there could be some unexpected expenses and debts.
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Special Significance of Rahu/Ketu Axis (Rahu in 9th & Ketu in 3rd House)
If the North Node is in the ninth house, the person's greatest growth, evolution, and fulfillment
come through pursuing religion, philosophy, and higher knowledge, In past lives the person was
intellectual, analytical, meticulous, precise, and skeptical, Now he is to cultivate faith, and
concentrate on ideals, paradigms, and the ultimate truth of existence, The person should use
wisdom and seek broad viewpoints. He must give precedence to his intuition, feelings, and
inspirations. He must take his visions and prophecies seriously, and give little importance to the
petty and inconsequential in daily life. The person gains his greatest happiness by devoting his
energies to spiritual ideals, mystical movements, and enlightened gurus. He is exceedingly
gifted in promoting religion or any other knowledge, which raise the consciousness of the
masses. Publishing, as a career, is greatly favoured.
The person must continually discriminate between right and wrong, and even make a discipline
of the process. He should seek freedom and liberation, and develop his social conscience.
Beliefs, principles, and morals are everything, and the person must maintain a positive outlook
under all circumstances. The person is eternally concerned with profundities. He knows the
meanin1g of life is to find perfection and God. Money, possessions, and material comforts are
of little consideration. The person should seek to increase his generosity and charitable nature.
Travel is a source of evolution, and the person may wish to engage in foreign affairs. He should
take fun and recreation seriously, and enjoy speculations when he feels the impulse.
The person may pay little attention to relationships with siblings and relatives. He must
relinquish his previously constricted or microscopic way of thinking and allow his perception
and insights to take him to the highest interpretation of life that is possible. In Hindu astrology,
the North Node (Rahu) in the ninth house indicates cravings for religion and higher knowledge,
and great power after the age of forty-one. However, there may also be difficulties with the
father and religious or spiritual teachers. The South Node (Ketu) in the third house means that
the person is strong-willed, exciting and adventurous, and good at fulfilling his desires. It also
signifies a spiritual, introspective, or introverted younger sibling. The nodes in the signs are of
much less significance.
"For a long time, it had seemed to me that life was about to begin -real life. But there was
always some obstacle in the way, something to be gotten through first, some unfinished
business, time still to be served, a debt to be paid. Then life would begin. At last it dawned on
me that these obstacles were my life."
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Special Report on Debilitated/Exalted/Retrograde planets
 Debilitated Jupiter;
Constraints on the financial front would create problems for you. This in turn is likely to
make you a selfish person. It is also possible that this selfishness may lead to dishonesty /
lack of integrity. Problems from / to children may be experienced. Your knowledge base
may suffer. Compassion that is generally found in a person may be found lacking in you.
The decisions taken by you may not reflect the true wisdom in you.
 Mercury Retrograde;
You think in an intuitive manner and are right-brain dominant. Right-brain thinking is more
spatially oriented. You would comprehend through recognizing patterns and would arrive at
conclusions without going through logic and reason. This does not imply that you are wrong
and are more often right. You would drive analytical people crazy because of the
discontinuous manner in which you think.
 Jupiter Retrograde;
Retrograde Jupiter creates bargain hunters and you are always looking for a better deal. You
would be motivated to try to win back what was lost. You would pursue a good deal, call for
return of loans, redeem coupons and getting rebates. But there can be a problem in
relationships where you are considering something better, more romantic and beyond what
you have in the current partnership. You may run the risk of a lack of timely response to new
opportunities.
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Different Planetary Yogas in your birth chart
Planetary Yogas are complex planetary combinations that consider many factors including sign,
house and aspect. Yoga itself means combination. Many yogas require and exchange of signs
between the two planets but not necessarily an aspect between them nor by conjunction in a
particular sign.
Theoretically in any chart, there are hundreds of possible yogas. However not all of them are
effective enough. Which Yoga will be effective and when will they be effective is again a matter of
complex judgment by the astrologer.
We are giving below a list of important and effective Yogas in your chart, and their interpretation
as per ancient astrological classics. Here again there will be contradiction between the positive and
negative effects of Yogas in your life. This is followed by the astrologers comment which Yogas
will be really effective and when they are likely to be effective in your life. There are many
possible yogas in your chart. They could be in hundreds, but not all of them will be effective or
significant. We are only mentioning the effective Yogas in your chart based on the natal status of
the participating planets and also their participation in the Dasha system of your at the appropriate
time in your life, when such yogas can have meaningful effects in your life.
Important Yogas in your chart

 Rajju Yoga
A mutual relationship exists by aspect between the lord of the 4th house Venus and lord of
the 9th house Jupiter. This elevates the status of the person in terms of success, recognition
and status.

 Viparita Sarala Raja Yoga
The 8th Lord Saturn is positioned in the 12th house. This confers learning, longevity and
prosperity. The person could be successful in most of the ventures.

 Dhana Yoga
There is a relationship between the 2nd lord Sun and the 11th lord Venus. This gives a good
status of wealth.
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 Bandhu Pujya Yoga
The 4th house is aspected by Jupiter. The person has the respect of his family and friends.

 Surya-Budh Yoga
Sun and Mercury are conjoined in the same house. The person is clever, scholarly, virtuous
and earns wealth by serving others. she will be skilful in all works with a good reputation.
 Surya-Shukr Yoga
Sun and Venus are conjunct in the same house. The person is intelligent and skilled in many
fields.
 Budh-Shukr Yoga
Mercury and Venus are conjunct in the same house. The person is virtuous, well versed in
scriptures, wealthy, well dressed and ever mirthful.
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Some Karmic Indicators in your birth chart
These indicators should be considered as indicative only and not definitive. Definitive conclusions
can only be given when all factors are included along with the Dasha Vichar in the chart:

 Best phase of your life
According to the analysis of your chart the First and Middle phase of your life will be okay and
will have normal ups and downs. During this phase you will enjoy your life but may also face some
obstacles. These problems may be related to different aspects of your life.
According to the analysis of your chart the Final phase of your life will be the best phase of your
life. During this phase you will enjoy your days and will gain happiness from different areas of
your life.

 Best direction in your life
According to the analysis of your chart the direction East would be most beneficial for you
to pursue your vocation or take any opportunity that knocks the door of your destiny.
According to the analysis of your chart the direction West would be most challenging for
you. So, it is best to avoid this direction. Your effort in this direction may not provide you
fruitful result.

 Effort to reward ratio in your birth chart
There are 3 kinds of people in this world. The first group are very lucky that whatever efforts
they make they actually get greater rewards and recognition for their efforts compared to
other people. This means they are lucky to reap more than what they sow. There are second
group of people, they reap in exact proportion to what they sow. Finally the third group is
somewhat unlucky , in spite of best efforts, the reward and recognition they get are not
commensurate with their efforts. They reap less than what they sow. We call this reward to
effort ratio in the chart and is computed by dividing the 11th house ashtakbarga strength
with the ashtakbarga strength of 10th house.
 Your 10th House Score is: 37
 Your 11th House Score is: 36
 Reward to Effort ratio in your chart is 0.973
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Therefore, the Karmic indication in your chart is you will have to work very hard and put an
extra effort if you want to keep going. Hence, you should always be consistent in your efforts
and you must give more than 100% to be able to achieve your goal.
 Employment or business is suitable in your chart
According to the analysis of your chart you are suitable for a Job and you will reach a high
position.
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Life in general: Different aspects of your life
 Physical Characteristics
Small stature, small round face, crab-like or rabbit-like in expression, the septum of the nose
appearing to view below the nostrils, many slight sensitive lines on either side of the nose,
pale skin, pores very open. You have exceedingly sensitive disposition, responsive to every
breath of feeling or opinion. Frequently you become stout, or rather bulky after middle life.

 Mental Characteristics
The third decanate of Cancer rising improves the whole sign. You are blessed with a very
hospitable and sympathetic nature. You will be studious and intuitive having a keen love of
acquiring knowledge. Two distinct types of natives are born under this decanate: the overanxious, hysterical, hypersensitive; and the kind, mentally active and useful worker for the
good of others. If the Moon is afflicted at your birth; the former tendency is shown in your
personality, with some liability to obsession, but if Jupiter is very strong, the latter qualities
will predominate in your personality.

 Profession and core competence
Since the majority of the planets are in cardinal and mutable signs with watery elements
predominant it indicates that you have very good zeal, enthusiasm and determination and
you could be highly receptive to new ideas. Your 2nd Lord Sun positioned in the ascendant
could give you good administrative and leadership skills. However this could also give a
high sense of ego which one should guard against. Your 5th and 10th Lord Mars positioned
in the 9th house could make you assert yourself with courage. Your 6th and 9th Lord Jupiter
positioned in the 7th house gives you good analytical ability.
Your 7th Lord Saturn could give you good powers and stamina to sustain any hardship with
a brave countenance. Saturn positioned in the 12th house could sometimes give a sense of
complacency and thus miss out on some good deals. It could curtail ambition but gives
contentment. The combination of Mercury and Sun could give good academic skills. Venus
positioned in the ascendant could give good skills in fine arts or fields of creative interest.
In your chart Moon is ill positioned in the 8th house. This could give a tendency to brood
more than necessary over past or future events thus leading to sudden moods of depression.
You should therefore try to relax more often and not worry too much over trifles.
Your education and subsequent profession can involve a combination of technical and
management skills. Functionally, administration, operational areas will be suitable for you.
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 Money-property-income
Your 5th and 10th Lord Mars is well positioned in the 9th house and this indicates that you
will do well in your professional life. You have the potentials to rise high by your own
efforts. Your 2nd lord Sun being well positioned in the ascendant indicates that your
earnings will be above average and show steady growth. You will earn enough to satisfy
your needs and enjoy all the comforts of life. However your 7th lord Saturn being ill
positioned in the 12th house could cause fluctuation in business dealings.
Your ascendant lord Moon is ill positioned in the 8th house. The ascendant is like a pillar of
a horoscope and when the ascendant lord is ill positioned it could cause a sense of negativity
in all spheres of life. Your 9th lord Jupiter though well positioned in the 7th house is
debilitated and rendered weak and this could snatch away your luck at opportune times. This
indicates that you will have to work hard in whatever profession you choose to get your
professional rewards and recognition. You may often feel that compensation and rewards or
recognition that you are getting are often not commensurate with your efforts. Hence you
will have to sow more to reap your desired result. You will be able to accumulate an average
status of wealth in your life as per your social and financial background.

 Romance and Married life
From the house table we find that the 7th house has a mixed score. Your 7th Lord Saturn is
ill positioned in the 12th house and this could cause marital disharmony. Moreover Sun
positioned in the ascendant could cause quarrels due to ego clashes. You should therefore
exercise tact, patience and understanding when dealing with your spouse to maintain a happy
married life.

 Parents & Siblings
Sun the Karaka for Father is well positioned in the ascendant and the 9th Lord Jupiter is well
positioned in the 7th house. Your 4th Lord Venus is well positioned in the ascendant but
Moon the Karaka for Mother is ill positioned in the 8th house. This indicates that your
parents’ health could cause occasional concern or mixed relationship with them. Your 3rd
Lord Mercury being well positioned in the ascendant indicates good relationship with your
siblings.

 Child birth & Happiness
Your 5th Lord Mars is well positioned in the 9th house indicating that your children will do
well in life and bring much happiness.
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 Health and Longevity
From the House table we find that your ascendant has a mixed score. The 6th house has a
good score. The 8th house has a mixed score. Your ascendant lord Moon is ill positioned in
the 8th house. The 6th Lord Jupiter though well positioned in the 7th house is debilitated and
rendered weak. You will therefore enjoy average health though occasionally it could cause
concern. You should be careful of jaundice, blood pressure problems and gallstones.
However Sun positioned in the ascendant could give good recuperatory powers.
Jaimini’s method
A) Moon is in Aquarius which is a fixed sign. Lord of 8th house Saturn is in Gemini which
is a common sign. The method signifies “Long Life Span”.
B) Ascendant Sign is Cancer which is a movable sign Moon Sign is Aquarius which is a
fixed sign. This method signifies “Medium Life Span.
C) Ascendant Sign is Cancer which is a movable sign Hora Lagna is Leo which is a fixed
sign. This method signifies “Medium Life Span”.
Since Jupiter is positioned in the 7th house, our conclusion is you will have “Long Life
Span” which signifies above 80 years of age.

 Life Status at a Glance
ASPECT

STATUS

HEALTH

Fair

WEALTH

Good

WORK

Good

PARTNER AND MARITAL
LIFE

Fair

PROGENY HAPPINESS

Good

MENTAL PEACE

Fair
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When the natal promises of each planet will manifest in your life
 The turning point graph of next ten years

Dates represent starting period of trend. (Date Format is month/day/year)
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 Ongoing Transit Signature of Jupiter & Saturn
Transit Signature of Jupiter
The natal Jupiter is not sharing a very favourable relationship with transiting Jupiter, even
then, Jupiter transit alone is going to support you on career as well as on financial front.
Since, Jupiter will transit in to 8th house from ascendant so, it is not good for investment, but
its transit in to 2nd house from Moon sign is really going to help you on personal financial
front.
As per Ashtakvarga calculation, Jupiter has got 4 points out of 8 points, so it is going to play
50% favourable role with respect to career, financial front and on romance life. Since, other
planetary combination and position would also play better role to get a job or to get married,
but this transit of Jupiter is going to play a supportive role after 12th August 2016 to get a
job. Though, with respect to marriage, it is not much supportive in upcoming one year, but if
you have a romance partner already, then it would give you good enjoyment of romantic
pleasure. After getting a job, definitely you would feel financially comfortable. So on
financial front, you cannot expect great achievement, but it would make you comfortable.
Transit Signature of Saturn
Saturn completes a round of zodiac in 30 years. So a particular important transit of Saturn in
our life will come after every 30 years.
There are two important transits of Saturn in our life. One is called the Saturn return, when
Saturn comes back after every 30 years in our life to conjoin with the natal position of
Saturn in our chart. This transit lasts for 2 ½ years.
The second and most important transit of Saturn is known as the 7 ½ year cycle of Saturn or
Sade Sati. This transit consists of 3 phases of 2-½ year each. This transit commences when
Saturn enters one sign previous to the sign where Moon located in our natal chart. The 7-½
year cycle ends when Saturn exit the sign, which is one sign after the natal sign of Moon in
our chart.
In some charts, depending upon the location of Saturn and Moon in the natal chart, Saturn
return can be part of the 7-½ year cycles also. Both these transits mark the most important
transformation in our life both at the level of physical or mundane as well as at the emotional
level. These transits can be extremely stressful, challenging, and even rewarding experience
or a mixture of all that depending on the natal status of Saturn and Moon in our chart. If the
transit coincides with Saturn main period or sub periods, the impact will be even more
dramatic. The 7-½ year cycle of Saturn is usually an intense learning experience in our life.
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The 7½ year cycle of Saturn in your life
You experienced the first 7-½ year cycle of Saturn in your life between March 1990 and
April 1998. This period could have caused some anxieties due to health or other factors.
The next 7-½ year cycle of Saturn in your life you will experience from January 2020 and
will continue February 2028. You should be cautious during this period. This does not mean
that the entire 7-1/2 years will be bad, but it could cause pinpricks in one’s profession or
anxieties due to health or other factors.
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 Next ten years of your life as per Karma Index calculation
Karma index is a unique prediction tool from Cyber Astro. In this technique, net effect of each
planets and transiting are calculated for each day. How the combined transit of all planets will
affect each house in your chart are calculated and accumulated for the complete period. We are
given below the karma index table for next ten years of your life. Which will so you the year wise
accumulation a positive or negative values for each of your twelve houses in your chart and also
the net karma index of each value.
Karma Index Table
From
Date

To
Date

1Feb17
1Feb18
1Feb19
1Feb20
1Feb21
1Feb22
1Feb23
1Feb24
1Feb25
1Feb26

31Jan18
31Jan19
31Jan20
31Jan21
31Jan22
31Jan23
31Jan24
31Jan25
31Jan26
31Jan27

Soul

Wealth

Efforts

Happiness

Creativity

Disease

Spouse

Windfall

Destiny

Vocation

Desire

Detachment

Karma

391

894

-66

1303

1990

832

1298

-229

438

947

1135

1236

1745

395

2315

855

1470

3038

1794

2263

769

951

1437

2116

2325

2811

358

2183

591

1386

2682

2079

1940

-138

1114

1588

1807

1977

2450

435

1869

633

1374

2229

1672

1765

231

1172

1662

1587

2007

2497

445

893

208

1201

1409

779

1130

92

842

1332

977

1410

1900

376

1703

560

1045

1762

1645

1463

-180

1202

1677

1334

1605

2080

166

1474

554

597

1656

1009

1438

-73

860

1360

1272

1152

1651

342

738

-18

988

1257

781

951

-521

718

1204

775

970

1457

351

-27

225

119

-193

-368

327

296

526

1006

184

345

824

310

-45

157

63

-267

-325

272

-13

591

1091

118

220

720

Best >= 1000

Mixed < 1000 And >= 300 Average < 300 And >= 50
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Worst < 50

Explanation of Different Index of Karma Index Table
You will find that the index of soul for next ten years is a more or less good period for your health
as the soul index is moderate/good. However you should be cautious about your health during
2025-27 as the disease index is worst as revealed from the above table.
From the above table it is found that wealth index for 2025-27 are worst. However the desire index
is more or less good for next ten years. So, you may get favourable results for your wealth during
next seven years.
Your effort index is worst for 2017-18 & 2024-25. So you may not get good results for your
siblings & effort during these years.
The index for domestic happiness for next ten years is more or less good.
The index for creativity for 2025-27 is bad for your progeny, love & romance. You may not get
favourable results in this aspect of life.
The year 2025-27 are bad for your health as revealed from the above disease index. You should
take care of your health during this period.
The index of spouse for next ten years is moderate/good. You will get more or less good results in
regard to love, romance & married life during these years.
You will not gain reputation & you will also not get reward for your efforts during 2017-18, 201920, 2022-25 & 2026-27 as the windfall index is worst for these years.
The index for next ten years is moderately good for your fortune/luck as the index is moderately
good during these years.
The vocational index for next 2016-20 & 2021-22 are worst. So you will get moderate/good results
in regarding your career during these years.
The desire index for 2016-20 & 2021-22 are not good. This is also a bad period for your sexual
pleasure.
The detachment index for 2016-20 is worst. So you will not get good results in regard to your
sexual pleasure during these years.
The average Karma Index is moderate/good for next 10 years. This indicates these years are good
for your career & also in most respects of life.
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Analysis of Vimsottari Dasha periods for whole life
In this section, we analyse the different planetary periods and what effect they will have on your
life.
According to Vedic astrology, theoretical life span of an individual is taken to be 120 years. This
entire life span is divided into different main periods of planets and within this main period, there
are sub-periods of all the planets and then each sub-period can be divided into sub-sub-periods of
planets. This follows a predetermined sequence, the starting point of which is determined by the
longitude of Moon at the time of birth.
This is unique to Vedic astrology and is called Dasa Vichar or period analysis. The effects of the
planets become most operative during the Main Dasa or the sub-Dasa: Transit effects and the
relation between the Main planet and the sub-planet also determine whether the good effects will
be more predominant or the bad ones.

 Main period analysis of Past and Future Dashas
Main period of Rahu from July 19, 1973 to August 02, 1983
Rahu being positioned in the 6th house could cause some anxiety due to health or other factors but
could also have helped you to show some good potentials.
Main period of Jupiter from August 02, 1983 to August 01, 1999
Jupiter being lord of the 9th house and positioned in the 7th house could have conferred some good
all round benefits and a few lucky opportunities. You could have realised good potentials and
fulfilled quite a few of your ambitions. However Jupiter being debilitated indicates that you may
have had to put in good efforts to realize your full potentials and achieve your goals. Jupiter being
lord of the 6th house could have cause some anxiety due to health or other factors. Certain periods
could have been intermixed with worries as because you were under the influence of Saturn’s
Sade-Sati from March 1990 till April 1998.
Main period of Saturn from August 01, 1999 to August 01, 2018
Saturn being lord of the 7th house could have conferred and could confer some good all round
benefits. You were under the influence of Saturn Return from July 2002 till May 2005. This period
could have caused a sense of stagnation or dis-satisfaction in profession. This period could also
have caused a few challenges or changes in life and career. Saturn being positioned in the 12th
house could cause some fluctuation in business dealings or anxiety due to health or other factors.
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You may have to put in good efforts to realize your full potentials and fulfil your ambitions. It
could also have caused or could cause a change of place for some period of time.
During the main period of Saturn you are now passing through the sub-period of Saturn -Mars
from till March 14, 2013. Mars being lord of the 5th and 10th house could bring some good
professional benefits and good success in some of your efforts.
Next you will be passing through the following sub-periods
Saturn -Rahu from March 14, 2013 till January 19, 2016. During this period you will enjoy
professional enhancement. You may attract other people but do not manipulate other people
because this will not be long term influence. This period indicates domestic happiness and
comforts, of amiable nature and congenial atmosphere in the family and good relationship with all.
Strong attachment to material objects, emotion or idea is possible and be careful that someone will
not be demanding or borrowing them so as not to lose them.
Saturn -Jupiter from January 19, 2016 till August 01, 2018. This period indicates achievement of
desired objects, position of command, success, pleasure, happiness and comforts at home. You
may receive gifts and presents. There could be success in business and professional pursuits. You
are best during this period to be able to display your talents. You may succeed for good position in
your career and can win over others. This is a good transit for any kind of public relations work or
gain through property.
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 Detail analysis of sub periods of current main period of Jupiter
Main period of Mercury from August 01, 2018 to August 01, 2035
The 17 years period of Mercury from an overall macro point of view will be favourable and
beneficial. Mercury being Lord of the 3rd house and well positioned in the ascendant could confer
good all round benefits. This period could also bring you in contact with some helpful persons
which could prove beneficial. You could be favoured with some lucky opportunities. Mercury
being of good strength indicates that you will be able to realize your full potentials and fulfil many
of your ambitions. Mercury being lord of the 12th house could cause a few moments of anxieties
due to health or other factors. However certain sub-periods could be laced with tension as because
you will be under the influence of Saturn’s Sade-Sati from January 2020 till February 2028. You
should be cautious during this period as it could cause pinpricks in one’s profession or anxieties
due to health or other factors. Saturn during Sade-Sati brings both Karmic Rewards as well as
Karmic punishments in life. During this period, many past unresolved issues in different aspects in
your life will come up and will force you to confront them and to resolve them in one way or
another. This will span your career, business relationship front and you will be forced to make
difficult choices. Obviously this entire period will not be same or challenging for you. The
challenging aspects of Saturn will manifest more depending on the status of the sub period
planetary lords.
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During the main period of Mercury you will be passing through the following sub-periods
Mercury-Mercury from August 01, 2018 till December 28, 2020.
This period indicates metaphysical, religious and spiritual concerns in general. You may travel,
meeting people from different back grounds who can reveal you another aspect of life like
preceptors etc. You will study a new subject which may not be of your interest but will be to your
benefit and this may include new hobby or intellectual discipline.
Mercury -Ketu from December 28, 2020 till December 25, 2021.
Do not be possessive of other person and give due regard other's feeling also. Relations with
children will be more than usual or with a loved one. In addition, you will experience increased
expenditure, illness, indigestion, journeys and loss of money.
Mercury -Venus from December 25, 2021 till October 25, 2024.
This period indicates gain of money, new position and status, happiness, good health, freedom
from sickness, success over enemies or opponents and domestic comforts. There could be
recognition by elders as it is the right time to approach them with courage for special honour and
position in life. There will be friendship with good people and gain through children and friends. It
also indicates acquisition of new position, advent of moneys, happiness and freedom from sickness
Mercury -Sun from October 25, 2024 till August 31, 2025.
You will have bigger role in your career and society which will increase your reputation and
standing. You will be in limelight either on a small or large scale as per your normal course of your
life. You may be entrusted with some important work, project etc. to undertake to prove your
worth. Be careful of your actions and do not do anything in a slipshood manner, lest you are
exposed to create a problem for yourself. Keep yourself to non personal situation although family
problems and dealings with public could create sometimes odd situations.
Mercury -Moon from August 31, 2025 till January 31, 2027.
Take care of your surroundings and increase your interaction with friends, neighbours, relations
with business associates, or people with whom you deal daily. You should listen to others more
than acting independently. This is a good time to accelerate the tempo of your life to do new
things. You may start the study of new subject, and fruitful short journeys. There could be gain
through communication.
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Mercury -Mars from January 31, 2027 till January 28, 2028.
This is a period of work and of tasks that needs to be done now for efficiency and effectiveness.
You can work clearly and sharply in your work for good time. You have to act according to wishes
of others. In service, you should work according to directions. In service, take care of your
subordinates and have self control for good results and then you will have satisfaction. Take care of
your health to be in good shape and more healthy.
Mercury -Rahu from January 28, 2028 till August 16, 2030.
This period is associated with partnership such as legal or otherwise, business, existing
relationships, law suits in partnership etc. During this period you will form relations with others for
various purposes. Examine your relations with your spouse for better coordination, you must be
good for your partner as he or she is for you. Do not go into do anything alone, do it with someone
else, or ask the advice of others, who is an expert in that specific matter, may be a consultant,
lawyer, or other specialist as per requirements.
Mercury -Jupiter from August 16, 2030 till November 21, 2032.
This period indicates victory over enemies, successful completion of very mighty undertakings,
happiness, wealth and freedom from diseases. There will be gain of money and of luxurious
articles, association with persons of authority. Success in profession or business is indicated. There
will be gain and comforts through friends and others and one will gain prestige.
Mercury -Saturn from November 21, 2032 till August 01, 2035.
This period indicates victory over enemies and opponents, good health, happiness, favour from
superiors, peace of mind, gain in profession and efforts. There will be cheerfulness in undertakings
and success there in. Dispel sorrows and you can enjoy mental satisfaction, success in efforts and
comforts. Good clothes, you will enjoy during this period.
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Main period of Ketu from August 01, 2035 to August 01, 2042.
On the whole this will be a mixed period. There could be some good all round benefits but you
may have to put in good efforts to realise your full potentials and fulfil your ambitions. Ketu due to
its transit effect over various houses could cause a few challenges or changes in life and career.
Ketu being positioned in the 12th house could cause some anxiety due to health, finance or other
factors or change of place for some period of time. This period could also get you interested in
social service work or religious pursuits.
During the main period of Ketu you will be passing through the following sub-periods.
Ketu -Ketu from August 01, 2035 till December 28, 2035.
This would be a good time to retire by yourself to your own private place or relax at home. You
will feel emotionally more possessive both to things and intimate relationships. Avoid
confrontation and adopt a free attitude for success. This period creates suspicion of everybody and
everything, fear, trouble, sorrows, loss of money, mental worry and domestic unhappiness. Keep an
eye on your health.
Ketu -Venus from December 28, 2035 till February 26, 2037.
Enjoyment of better position, honour, gain of money, happiness will be at your command. There
will be success and prosperity in undertakings, domestic bliss and good health. You will perform
religious ceremonies and good deeds and there could be gain through elders. Be social and study
the people around you. There will be gain through friends and elders. This is a time for team work
in all spheres.
Ketu -Sun from February 26, 2037 till July 04, 2037.
This period will confer good health, increase and gain of wealth, good food, comforts and
enjoyments. Good fortune, gains, meeting of friends etc. is possible as you are emotionally warm
for persons around you and can be emotionally demanding. But one should remain within control.
Ketu -Moon from July 04, 2037 till February 02, 2038.
This is a period of co-operation with other people. Engaging in group efforts and projects in your
personal and professional life will be the most effective way to accomplish this aim. Moon being ill
positioned in the 8th house could cause sudden moods of depression. You should therefore try to
relax more often.
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Ketu -Mars from February 02, 2038 till July 01, 2038.
You can enjoy financial gain, mental happiness and romance. You mood will be charitable and you
may enjoy happiness through donations. There will be comforts, distant travel for loved ones,
respect from elders and preceptors, increased knowledge, fame and prosperity. You may enjoy love
or experience of beauty in art, pleasures and amusement.
Ketu -Rahu from July 01, 2038 till July 20, 2039.
You can enjoy happiness through friends and relatives. There will be gain of money, honour from
superiors and elders. Helpful friends will bring happiness. You will be engaged in virtuous deeds
and gain fame. This is a good time for entertainment and amusement. Do not overdo the things.
Ketu -Jupiter from July 20, 2039 till June 25, 2040.
This period indicates gain of wealth, destruction of enemies, good health, happiness and
acquisition of desired objects. Emotional repression of one kind or another is probable. Now you
may pay attention to home, personal hygiene, a general organisation of personal aspects of your
life- Take care of your health which is essential.
Ketu -Saturn from June 25, 2040 till August 04, 2041.
Your activities will be more pleasant and agreeable. Social life combined with parties, gettogethers will be more enjoyable. Do not be serious during the period. There can be gain through
exchange of letters. This is a period of Love and harmony. This period indicates prosperity,
happiness, gain of wealth, success, favour and profits from friends and relations. There will be
increased influence, honour, gain of luxury articles, good pleasures and loveable company
Ketu -Mercury from August 04, 2041 till August 01, 2042.
This period indicates success, gain of good dress, friendship and association with all. There could
be gain of money, victory, joy and happiness. Your communication and personal conversation will
have an emotional depth which will be fruitful. So control of your emotions will be helpful. This
period indicates bad impression upon some one by reacting automatically rather thinking about
demand of the moment. Female relatives and friends may play an important role in your life at this
time.
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Main period of Venus from August 01, 2042 to August 01, 2062.
On the whole this will be very good period. Venus being your 4th and 11th lord and positioned in
the ascendant could bring some very good all round benefits. There could be gains through
investments and property dealings. There could also be addition to property. You will be able to
realize your full potentials and fulfil many of your ambitions. You will have a sense of
achievement and fulfilment. You will gain good mental peace and happiness.
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Graphical presentation of Benefice index for main period of planets
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Answer to your specific primary Concern
 About future professional life.
Your 5th and 10th Lord Mars is well positioned in the 9th house and this indicates that you will do
well in your professional life.
Your 2nd lord Sun being well positioned in the ascendant indicates that your earnings will be
above average and show steady growth.
However your 7th lord Saturn being ill positioned in the 12th house could cause fluctuation in
business dealings. You may therefore have to put in good efforts to realize your full potentials and
achieve your goals.
You are now passing through the main period of Saturn till August 01, 2018. Saturn being lord of
the 7th house and positioned in the 12th house could cause a few moments of anxieties in the
sphere of business, health or other factors.
Next you will be passing through the main period of Mercury from August 01, 2018 till August 01,
2035. This will be a very good period. There will be good professional and financial enhancement.
Next you will be passing through the main period of Ketu for 7 years from August 01, 2035 till
August 01, 2042. Ketu being positioned in the 12th house could bring about an interest in social
service work or religious pursuits.
Jupiter is at present transiting over your 11th house from May 2012 till May 2013. This is a very
good period and you may be blessed with a promotion or a new position and honor. There will gain
of wealth, domestic happiness good health and all round success. There will be gain of luxury
items, respect and prosperity. Fulfillment of hopes, help and benefits from friends and elders is
indicted. Some new acquaintances will prove to be of help. During this period group working will
be more beneficial.
Jupiter will be transiting over your 12th house from May 2013 till June 2014. You should be
cautious during this period, as there could be some financial loss. This period could cause some
unexpected expenses some of which could be for a good cause. The benefits during this period may
not be obvious. This is a good period for learning spiritual and religious pursuits. You could be
benefited by the grace of some preceptor.
Jupiter will be transiting over your 1st house from June 2014 till July 2015. This will be the
beginning of a major cycle of growth in your life. You will feel more secure about yourself. You
may gain some new experiences. You will receive good help for others. The person to whom you
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will be attracted or involved will be beneficial to you through mutual help. This is a fortunate year
in personal terms. This is a good period for advancement towards spiritual side. Self confidence
will pave the way of progress during this year of transit.
Jupiter will be transiting over your 2nd house from July 2015 till August 2016. During this period
there could be gain of wealth and commodities. This transit indicates good income and domestic
happiness. You could also gain a new position and status in your professional career. This period is
favorable in the sphere of material possession and resources. One can gain money or with
concentration one can increase one’s spiritual standard as well as other dimensions of life like
comforts and pleasures. This is a good period for investments and purchase of property and articles
of enjoyment. You might have to make some necessary changes in your sources to achieve your
desires.
Jupiter will be transiting over your 3rd house from August 2016 till August 2017. During this
period there will be an increase in your contacts, which will prove very beneficial later. There
could be gains through communications and writings. You may study the subjects of your interest
or take interest in advance training. Favorable travels are indicated. There could be cordial
relationship with siblings and gain through them. Good understanding, broad views, generous and
tolerant will the effect on your personality. Do not spend more and be not self imposed which will
be to your advantage. Plan effectively for gain but do not overdo and go to extremes. Do not
commit to projects which you cannot possibly do or fulfill otherwise there will be loss of position
or obstacles in business or profession and ill health.
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Suggestion of astrological remedies to enhance prosperity and happiness in life
1. To augment the strength of your ascendant lord Moon which is ill positioned in the 8th
house, you may wear a Pearl of 7 to 8 carats on gold ring, worn on the right index,
inaugurated either on Monday. This will also augment the strength of your 9th lord Jupiter.
This will enhance your all round luck factor and general well being.
2. To augment the strength of your 5th and 10th lord Mars you may wear a Red Coral of
8 to 9 carats mounted on a gold ring, worn on the right ring finger, inaugurated any Tuesday
morning after bath & prayers. This will enhance your professional potentials and bring
success in your efforts.
In order to know more about the remedies given above, please click on the links below;
 Red Coral; https://www.cyberastro.com/remedies/gems_redcoral.asp
 Pearl;
https://www.cyberastro.com/remedies/gems_pearl.asp
May God Grant You Peace & Prosperity in your life.
With Warm Regards,
Dr J N Pandey.
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